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Access to the supercomputer 
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 Practicing basic skills of access to supercomputers. 

 Practical assignment: register with the OctoShell system designed to support the work of 

the MSU supercomputer center, gain access to the Lomonosov/Lomonosov-2 supercomputer 

systems, run test tasks with different options on a different number of nodes/cores.  

 Analyze the performance features based on the collected information on launches. Is a 

task running on 10 supercomputer nodes 10 times faster than the same task on 1 node? Is a task 

running on 14 cores of a supercomputer host processor 14 times faster than the same task on 1 

core? Is the task running on 28 cores of the supercomputer host processor in hyperthreading 

mode 28 times faster than the same task on 1 core?  

 

Individual tasks 

 

The evolution of supercomputers 

 Analyze the updates of the Top50 most powerful computers in Russia and the CIS 

regarding the nature of upgradeability of supercomputer systems.  

 The updated part of the listed systems consists of new, recently installed systems and 

systems that were upgraded. Upgrades may be implemented by improving the achieved 

performance with the same configuration, or by expanding the system both by adding new nodes 

and changing previously installed nodes. The detailed description of the systems included in 

the Top50 supercomputer rating shows the configuration of nodes, models of processors, 

accelerators, networks, etc.  

 Assignment: identify the categories of system upgrades and analyze the development of 

the entire list (30 revisions have been published so far), showing/depicting the evolution of the 

Top50 list regarding the type of upgrades. How common is a certain type of upgrades? How 

much is a certain type of upgrades specific for a certain subject area? What is the lifetime of a 

system in the list? How does the distribution of the lifetime of systems change across the 

revisions of the list? 

 Read: http://top50.supercomputers.ru 

 

 

Data usage locality 

 Conduct research and write a test program that demonstrates the significant impact of 

data locality on application performance.  

 Location of data in RAM and the methods of accessing it can significantly affect the 

performance of the entire application. As part of this assignment, create a test software 

implementation of matrix multiplication using various options for organizing loops and 

addressing.   The program can be written in almost any programming environment. 

 

 

System monitoring sensor 

http://top50.supercomputers.ru/
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 Write a sensor program that periodically sends a certain parameter of the status of the 

software and hardware environment to the monitoring system. Low-level programming in C++.  

 Monitoring systems are widely used to monitor the status of computer systems, ensure 

their smooth operation and analyze the effectiveness of their use. Dozens of sensors can be used 

depending on the tasks and features of the platform under study. One of such sensors is to be 

implemented as part of this work. 

 

 

Monitoring data visualization 

 Processing and displaying system data (processor load, degree of parallelism, cache 

misses, etc.), the dynamics of parallel tasks. 

 Implement a web page displaying certain statistics based on data from an existing 

database. For example, extract from a database integrated characteristics for certain periods and 

display the distribution (you can also suggest other characteristics, for example, how much data 

was transmitted over the supercomputer network over a period of time in terms of floppy 

disks/CDs, etc.). 

To complete the assignment: you need to know or learn a high-level language 

(python/ruby), extract data from a DBMS, launch a web server, make a web page for 

display; 

URL:  

https://www.google.com/search?q=single+page+application+python 

https://www.google.com/search?q=single+page+application+ruby 

 Now we have integrated monitoring data for each task in the PostgreSQL database (for 

example, average processor load during execution time). You need to extract data on all tasks for 

a certain interval and display the distribution of tasks according to a set of characteristics. To 

begin with, it can be displayed as text; later—graphically. 

 For example, the number of tasks with a CPU load of 0–25% = 100, 25–75% = 2000, 75–

100% = 200. 

 

 

Files to a supercomputer  

 Implement efficient download/upload of large files from/to a supercomputer. 

 Current problem: the supercomputer can only by accessed over ssh and with a key, and 

when downloading large files, the connection is lost, because the server has processor time 

limits. You are required to create a web service running under a superuser, which, using a one-

time link, will do the following: 

 reset privileges to user privileges; 

 enable to navigate through user directories; 

 enable to download and upload files on behalf of the user; 

 enable to change the rights to user files; 

 the link stops working if it was used once, and within one session it is active only for 

a set period (for example, a day).  

https://www.google.com/search?q=single+page+application+python
https://www.google.com/search?q=single+page+application+ruby
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 To obtain the link, the user must log in to the supercomputer via ssh and execute a special 

command that will form the link and display it on the console.  

 The project is important to facilitate the work of supercomputer users with files.  

 You need to know/have command of any scripting language (ruby/perl/python) and any 

simple web-framework for it, be able to create sessions, work with sqlite or yaml (for the link 

storage). You will need to learn how to work with UNIX Socket and SO_PEERCRED to 

determine the username when creating a link. 

 Read materials on ruby+sinatra or python+flask, SO_PEERCRED, UNIX Socket, 

sendfile (optional). 

 

 

Supercomputer application traffic 

 You are required to implement an interface to visualize statistics on incoming/outgoing 

traffic generated by individual users of the supercomputer. 

 There is currently a tool that collects current traffic statistics from each active user of the 

supercomputer. 

 Its interface: two files in /proc: /proc/Traffic and /proc/Traffic_storage 

 They have the same format to read:  cat /proc/Traffic 

TRAFFIC 

UID        0     bytes_in:    11644    packets_in:      167    bytes_out:   12504    packets_out:       98 

UID       65     bytes_in:        0       packets_in:        0      bytes_out:       0        packets_out:        0 

UID    10018   bytes_in:        0       packets_in:        0      bytes_out:       0        packets_out:        0 

UID      998     bytes_in:        0       packets_in:        0      bytes_out:       0        packets_out:        0 

 TRAFFIC is the header; the number after the UID is the actual UID of the user this line 

belongs to; {bytes, packets}_{in, out} are self-explanatory, these are counters, i.e. values either 

increase or reset to 0 (see below). The lines are not deleted now, i.e. if a user was registered 

once, then there will be a line for them until the module is rebooted, maybe with all zeros (after 

the reset). 

 /Proc/Traffic file contains current values updated in real time. If you write a line starting 

with '1' to this file, for example: 

echo 1 > /proc/Traffic 

then 2 actions will be atomically performed: 

1. What was in /proc/Traffic at the time of execution, will be transferred to /proc/Traffic_storage 

2. All counters in /proc/Traffic will be reset to zero. 

If a line starting with '0' is written to either of these two files 

echo 0 > /proc/Traffic_storage 

then the counters will be reset in the corresponding file (but all the lines will still remain in 

place). 

 You need to implement "binding": 

 Periodically (once per hour, 15 minutes, 5 minutes—it should be configurable) transfer 

information from /proc/Traffic to 

 /proc/Traffic_storage, by sending "1" to /proc/Traffic. 

 Then read everything in /proc/Traffic_storage, which will contain information about each 

user's traffic for this time interval, and transfer it to the database. 
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 When displaying data from the database, either sum up the amount by users for the 

required intervals, or recalculate into speed for each interval and build graphs. 

 You will need: work with DBMS (PostgreSQL, MySQL) and any framework for building 

websites (Ruby on Rails, DJango ...). 

 

 

Finalization of the task planner 

 You need to create a plug-in for starting programs when starting the slurmd agent on the 

computing nodes of the supercomputer. 

 Using the SPANK interface, write a plug-in that will be triggered when the slurmd 

daemon starts on the supercomputer's computational nodes and will run the program specified in 

the configuration file (preferably in slurm.conf, or create a separate file). In fact, you need to re-

implement the code that is used in slurm to run prologs/epilogs to work elsewhere. 

 You will need: to be able to program in C, build third-party programs following manuals, 

test the results. 

 What to read: 

 description of SPANK https://slurm.schedmd.com/spank.html 

 code for a prolog: 

 https://github.com/SchedMD/slurm/blob/master/src/slurmctld/job_scheduler.c#L4379 

  

 

The development of artistic images for the main research areas of the 

Research Computing Center of Moscow State University 

 R&D at the Research Computing Center of Moscow State University are carried out in a 

number of areas: supercomputers and high-performance computing, parallel computing, 

technologies for working with big data, studies of global climate change, computer-aided drug 

design, holograms with high degrees of protection (hidden images), design of thin-film coatings, 

technologies for understanding natural language texts, computational fluid dynamics, 

computational electrodynamics, development of information systems for University management 

and others. For each such direction, we would like to find and develop options for artistic images 

that could illustrate these areas in a stylized and/or allegorical form. Technique: graphics, 

watercolor, techno, etc., it can be any technique, everything is determined by the artistic 

conception of the author.  

 

https://slurm.schedmd.com/spank.html
https://github.com/SchedMD/slurm/blob/master/src/slurmctld/job_scheduler.c#L4379

